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Toulouse – Oct2022: DEXSTR, today announced the availability of Inquiro Version 5.1.

It comes with new features and some major enhancements, especially in artificial intelligence
that makes Inquiro an Enterprise Search Engine more intelligent.

Inquiro V5.1 New features & enhancements

Multilingual QA

The question-answering server included in Inquiro is now multilingual, in other words, you can ask
Inquiro a question in the language you want and the answer will be searched in all documents
regardless of their language.

On your profile page, you can define your preferred language.

QA in advanced search

In the new version, you can use question-answering in the advanced search of Inquiro.

To ask a question in advanced search, start by defining the dataset with the query builder and when
the dataset is representative, ask your question in the field.

IA for all types of documents

Until today, the artificial intelligence engine of Inquiro worked on files. Now, Inquiro is able to apply
its artificial intelligence capabilities to all documents available. A new administration page allows you



to specify for which functionalities (question answering, annotation, fragments, ChemAxon) we can
use these documents and which fields are considered.

For example, in the templates, you can define a new type of document “clinical trials” with fields
“Publication title”, “Study type”, “Trial status”, “Clinical trial id”  … and choose that “Publication title”
is used for question answering and fragments. By this way, you can ask a question referring to the
title or see fragments (corresponding to your search criteria) on the title.

In addition, those fields can be used in dynamical views.



Connection statistics

A new dashlet named “Connections statistics” allows you to follow the number of connections in
Inquiro per day/month/year.

Data for statistics connections can be exported as a csv.

This new dashlet is available only for admin roles.

Change detected language for documents

Since the last version of Inquiro, documents are annotated with the language of the document.
Depending on the content of the document, this detection can be altered. That’s why you can now
set this metadata manually.

Duplicated and related documents

The new version of Inquiro can help you in two ways:

- identify duplicate documents in your dataset
- identify related documents

Duplicated documents are identified using the hashing algorithm md5.

You can see that information on the search result page and directly in the details of the document
with two links: “Related documents” and “X duplicate found”. By clicking on one of the links, you can
see in a popup the list of documents with their location.



Services
Some services have been developed to support our customers' needs:

- summaries: we can support our customers to generate automatically abstract for their
documents and set it as a metadata to be able to search and display

- multilingual keywords extraction: for customers who want to generate dictionaries linked to
their dataset, we can extract keywords from multilingual documents to build a specific
dictionary.



Various improvements

Highlight for scanned pdf

Retry connection to google drive if connection lost

Allow user to change detected language for documents

In advanced search, restrict the dataset to a list of yours

New dashlet with number of requests in Inquiro

Hide the highlight button when user use advanced search without keyword

Query builder in user language

Reload automatically Inquiro configuration without restarting the server

Use case insensitive sort in the lists of users, groups and roles

Bug corrections

Selection is incorrect when selecting all in result page

Error when using special characters in first password selection

Default dashboard is duplicated for new users

Edit restrictions is unavailable for files and folders under a connector


